
THE ARTS SOCIETY VICTORIA
LECTURE PROGRAMME MAY 2022 – APRIL 2023

Tuesday 3rd May 2022, 7pm – 8pm (In-Person)
Roger Askew  
FROM PAGEANT TO POP – THE HISTORY OF 
MUSIC IN LONDON 
With six world-class orchestras, two opera houses 
and a major centre of  popular music, this lecture, 
illustrated with musical examples, explores how 
London became the musical capital of  the world. 

Tuesday 21st June 2022, 7pm - 8pm  (In-Person) 
Marc Allum
“BRING AN OBJECT” – AN INSTANT 
ANTIQUES ROADSHOW 
BBC Antiques Roadshow specialist Marc Allum 
hosts a spontaneous evening of  facts, anecdotes and 
history based on a selection of  objects brought in by 
the audience, interspersed with artefacts from 
Marc’s own collections. 

Tuesday 5th July 2022, 7pm - 8pm (In-Person) 
Cindy Polemis 
THE DISRUPTIVE POWER OF ART 
How contemporary artists challenge and question 
established conventions in the art world and in the 
wider social and political context. Be prepared for 
some surprises and stimulating discussion on the 
power of  art. 

Tuesday 6th September 2022, 7pm – 8pm (In-Person) 
David Wright 
A BRIEF HISTORY OF WINE (WITH A WINE 
TASTING) 
Hear and see how the importance of  wine over 
7,000 years has been portrayed in silverware, 
paintings, images and labels from the fertile 
crescent to France. Wine expert David Wright will 
hold a wine tasting. 

Tuesday 4th October 2022, 7pm - 8pm (via Zoom)
John Sherlock
 ARCHITECTURE THROUGH THE AGES
A journey through European architectural 
development, identifying some of  the principal 
influencers. The story begins in ancient Greece and 
subsequently develops through the Roman and 
Byzantine periods. Medieval Europe then goes 
through Romanesque and Gothic styles before the 
Renaissance revives classicism. But as industrialism 
takes hold, medieval styles are revived again. 

Tuesday 1st November 2002, 7pm - 8pm (via Zoom)
Stephen Kershaw  
THE SEVEN WONDERS OF THE ANCIENT 
WORLD 
Two tombs, two statues, one temple, a garden and a 
lighthouse are celebrated as the Seven Wonders of  
the Ancient World.  Why and how were they chosen 
and how much do we know about them? 

Tuesday 6th December 2022, 7pm – 8pm (In-Person)
Harry Venning  
RELEASE YOUR INNER CARTOONIST - THE 
ART OF STORYTELLING AND JOKE WRITING 
IN STRIP CARTOONS 
Harry will be drawing live and tracing the history of  
his profession through the work of  artists who have 
made an impact upon language, culture and history. 
Be prepared to hear some tricks of  his trade! 

Tuesday 7th February 2023, 7pm - 8pm (via Zoom)
James Allan  
CALLIGEOFIGURESQUES: AN INTRODUCTION 
TO ISLAMIC ART AND DESIGN 
Calligraphy, geometry, and the arabesque: is that 
what Islamic art is about? Or are there 
representations of  living beings? And how do 
orthodox Islam and Shi’ism fit the picture? 

Tuesday 7th March 2023, 7pm – 8pm (via Zoom)
Elizabeth Gowing  
“MULBERRY TREES, MACCHIATO, MOSQUES 
AND MOTHER TERESA”: AN ONLINE TOUR OF 
KOSOVO’S CAPITAL, PRISHTINA 
Learn your way around this little-known city, 
including the much-loved library rated one of  the 
world’s ugliest buildings, and the cafes of  a 
Muslim-majority capital, whose main boulevard 
nevertheless commemorates Mother Teresa. 

Tuesday 4th April 2023, 7pm – 8pm (In-Person)
Sue Jackson  
TEA, COFFEE, CHOCOLATE AND THE 
ENGLISH SOCIAL REVOLUTION 
These new hot drinks ushered in a cultural and 
social revolution in the 1700s. The tea party was the 
perfect status symbol in an  age of  elegance, 
inspiring refined etiquette, new roles and 
prominence to women in society. 

TASV Committee reserves the right to make last minute changes if  necessary.
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